Oxford

Oxford

ESSENTIAL
Listening

Extensive coverage of listening and
integrated skills

ADVANCEDD
Listening

Over 70 listening and integrated skills:
• Combining relevant information

• Listening for main ideas

Available in two sets, Junior Oxford ESSENTIAL Listening and Junior Oxford
ADVANCED Listening are each a three-level series combining skills focus with examstyle practice. Designed to prepare students for the public exams, both series feature:

• Identifying cause and effect

• Listening for positive and negative opinions

• Identifying distractions on a recording

• Listening for sequence of events

• Inferring meaning from clues

• Listening for specific information

•

• Interpreting pie charts and line graphs

• Skimming and scanning for information

• Guessing the meaning of unfamiliar expressions

• Taking notes

• Listening for changes and self-corrections

• Using correct tone and register

• Listening for intonation

• Writing from notes, etc.

Total exam support

•	Extensive coverage of listening and integrated skills
•

Authentic and engaging topics

•

Comprehensive support

Unit

Listening skills

3
Getting around Hong Kong

Greening your life

Listening for sequence of events

Total exam support

Integrated skills

Understanding supporting details

•

It is important to listen for sequence because it will tell us the order
of events. This is especially important for stories.

•

Listen for dates as they can help us understand the sequence of
events, e.g. We left Hong Kong on 13 July and arrived in London on
14 July.

•

Listen for time expressions, e.g. last month, yesterday, tomorrow,
next week, next month.

Taking notes

As mentioned previously, supporting details usually come after the main
idea. They are explanations or examples that support the main point and
make it stronger.

Before listening, it is important to study the note sheet to get an idea of what you
need to listen for.

We often introduce supporting details with words like for example, especially,
these include, in other words and such as.
Example:
Unit

You will usually need to note down key ideas. They are often repeated and stressed
by the speakers. Details usually come after the key ideas and support them.

Details supporting the main idea

<

Listening exams often contain a lot of distractors so it is

to understand the overall meaning of a dialogue. To
Listening skills important
There you
are could
manygive
ways
we the
cantapescripts
reduce thetoamount of waste we produce. One
help students practise,
them

Practice

When we listen for gist, we try to understand the speaker’s
we can:
1 What does Project Recycle do?

As a lead-in, ask students if they know any
famous
pets orTo
animals,
main
point.
do this,
for example, the Hong Kong cat, Cream Gor.

• think about the situation before we listen.

A
A

where , what , how , who and why.

B
B

A businesses can save money

D
D

B businesses can reduce
waste

When

John:

C people can get involved in
their local community

Where were you yesterday?

D schools can promote a
green image of themselves
Where

What

Lilly:

Junior Oxford ADVANCED Listening
( For more able students )

(1)

Over 140 exercises

Over 200 exercises

•

•

More than 45 exam-style revision tasks

•

More than 55 exam-style revision tasks

•

6 sets of HKDSE-format mock test papers

•

6 sets of HKDSE-format mock test papers

•

3 sets of TSA mock tests

•

3 sets of TSA mock tests (online)

➔ (2)

A

➔ (3)

D

Track 37
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•

C

Read the rubric
and the questions.
Look at the
pictures and think.
What can you see
in the pictures?
What information
will you hear?

➔ (4)

B

B

Survey report of three shoppers at Rocky Bay Plaza

Listening and Integrated Tasks

Data File

Elsie

Shoppers’ reviews

Elsie likes Rocky Bay Plaza because it is (1) (very) spacious (TS) . She also thinks things
price promotions (TS)

are cheaper here because there are more (2)

than at other

a watch (DF3)

a 10% discount (DF3)

restaurants (in the food court) (TS)

She does not like the (5)
(6)

too expensive (TS)

Tell us what you bought at our shopping centre today and
let us know your thoughts!

.

here because they are

.
Encourage students to look at what information is needed in the
report before they read through the Data File. Remind them to keep
referring back to the Data File to make sure their information is correct.
Emphasize the importance of checking grammar and spelling.

Richard

Task 4: Report on shoppers’ habits
convenient location (TS)
.
Richard likes Rocky Bay Plaza because it is in a very (7)
Write a report about shoppers’ habits at Rocky Bay Plaza using information from the Data File.
The thing he likes most is the (8) ice rink (TS, DF3) . Today, he bought a sandwich
there was no cheese (DF3)

there. He was not very happy with it because (9)

I bought a watch from Tina’s Gift Shop for my sister’s birthday. It’s a very modern watch.
My sister travels a lot, so I wanted to buy her something useful. I was very pleased about
the price of the watch! The shop gave me a 10% discount because I spent more than
HK$500!
As usual, I took the bus to Rocky Bay Plaza and I left there at 5 p.m. I spent the afternoon
at my favourite place—the ice rink. I bought a ham and cheese sandwich there.
Unfortunately, there was no cheese in the sandwich! In the end, I asked for a refund.

RepoRt on shoppeRs’ habits at Rocky bay plaza

(Posted by Richard, 14)

I spent three hours shopping at Rocky Bay Plaza today! I think I spent too much money
on new clothes, but they are so beautiful! I’m going to wear them tomorrow! I also
bought a banana cake from the bakery and ate it for tea! It was delicious!

We did a survey on the number of shoppers at Rocky Bay Plaza. The busiest month was
bakery (TS)
4.1 (11)
4.2
and the
at Rocky
December (DF4)
January (DF4)
. The quietest month was
. In January,
4.4
Bay Plaza. She does not shop at the supermarket 4.3
because it does not have
100,000 (DF4)
increased (DF4)
shoppers visited us. This
to 200,000 in
loyalty cards (TS)
(12)
.
February.
boutiques (TS)

Task 2 (6 marks)
3.8
You are now organizing volunteers for the talent show with help from your English teacher, Ms Chang.
3.9

Track 70

You now have 30 seconds to study the task. At the end of the task, you will have one and a half minutes
3.13 to tidy up your answers.

A Adam

Volunteer

Marilyn Lee, a
26

. The smallest number of people are

.

shopping expert (DF2)

, visited Rocky Bay Plaza. She found

two main problems:
4.11

(i) The Plaza is not very busy in the morning. (DF7)
4.12

(ii) Not many older people shop at the Plaza. (DF7)
OEL SB2 L&IT 1_6p-km.indd 26

HKDSE-exam format

Ja

As a result of our meeting with Marilyn, we decided to change some things:
4.13

(i) Get mothers to come with their babies (e.g. for birthday parties). (DF7)

18

4.14

(ii) Offer discounts for people over 60 years old. (DF7)

2

nu

a ry
Fe

b ru

4.2, 4.4
4.3

15年1月21日 下午3:47
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Answers written in the margins will not be marked.

4.8

31–45 (DF6)
4.10

C Vicky

D Iris

F Eric

Job description

(Write letters A–F to indicate
which volunteer will do which job.)
Host the talent show
(13)

D

•
•

Introduce the performers on stage
Entertain the audience between acts

Decorate the stage
(14)

F

•

Create an artistic set for the talent show

•

Get supplies from an art store

Manage the lighting and sound for the show
(15)

C

(16)

A

(17)

B

•

Control the lighting

•

Play music for the performers’ acts

(9)

rise and fall of
the voice when
speaking. It affects
the meaning of
what is being said.

•

words and expressions about what the speaker thinks, e.g.
This charity is amazing./This is a total waste of time.

•

(8) tram
services
intonation
and stress,
i.e. the way the speaker says something that
expresses his/her attitude

•

taxis

Buy products with the green recycle
sign.

Track 9

✓ Tip
‘Suspicious’ means
not willing or able
to trust somebody
or something.

Authentic and engaging topics
D

E

F

Encourage students
to think about why
some of the pictures
are distractors.

•

First/Firstly/First of all,

•

Then/Next,

•

Lastly/Finally,

Sometimes speakers also use the above expressions to help them indicate
individual tasks/steps.
Tell students not to panic when they hear unfamiliar words in the recording. If
they need those words in their answers, they will be spelt out for them.

Jaime needs to create a web page for a remarkable person as his homework. Listen
to his conversation with his father and complete the fact sheet.

Name: Leonardo Da Vinci

Vinci

, Italy

(2) Occupation: (Circle the answers.)
artist

businessman

inventor

scientist

singer

sportsman

students. Say ‘Are you serious?’ in different tones, e.g. happy, sad,
scared, surprised, to let them hear the difference between the emotions.

(1) Jeff’s attitude

15年1月21日 下午3:26

write

When giving instructions, speakers often mention the correct order
in which we should do something. In this case, it is important to pay
attention to expressions that indicate the sequence of events. For example:

adverbs
like quite,
extremely which tell the degree of someone’s
(10)
+ childvery,
seats
attitude towards something, e.g.
I’m quite interested in your proposal to hold a talent show to raise money.
(11) > electric taxis
I’m extremely keen to visit the elderly care home.
You may want to spend some time to explain intonation and
62stress to

How do Jeff and Christy feel about the chosen charity? (Tick ONE box only for each
student.)

04_OAL_BK2_4p_km.indd 42

underline

Place of Birth: (1)

You are a member of your school’s Social Services Club. You are discussing with
other members about which charity to support in the next school term. Listen to
your discussion and complete the information sheet.
05_OAL_BK2_4p_km.indd

C
15年1月21日 上午11:13
03_BK2_OE_listening_7p-km.indd
30

send

leave (sth)

Practice 1
Track 45

Revise inferring
meaning
from clues in Book 2 Unit 1 with students.
(7) bigger
trams

Practice 1

42

replace … with …

insert

delete

upset
worried
suspicious
enthusiastic
indifferent

62

15年1月24日 上午10:18

15年1月24日 上午10:11

(2) Christy’s attitude

✓

upset
worried
suspicious
enthusiastic
indifferent

✓

12

1 Peter’s role model is picture

A

.

02_OAL_BK3_2p_km.indd 12

2 Louise’s role model is picture

B

.

3 Joanne’s role model is picture

F

.

• All walks of life

63

15年1月26日 上午10:07

• Lights, camera, action!
• Money smart

15年1月27日 下午2:15

• Getting online

• Shop till you drop

• Greening your life

• The war on drugs

• Health and fitness

• Trendsetters

• Hong Kong: a place for food lovers

• World celebrations!, etc.

•

Use social media, posters, flyers, the student newspaper
and school announcements to promote the event

Manage the show backstage

15年1月21日 下午4:34

(18)

•

Tell performers when to go on stage

•

Make sure the show runs on time

Clean up after the show
E

• Student’s Books

• E-books

• Student’s Books
(Teacher’s Edition)

• Audio CDs
• Companion website

• Data File

TSA mock tests

Advertise the event

•

Take down decorations

•

Remove any items left by the audience

END OF TASK 4
END OF PART B

E Dennis

Jobs for the talent show
Number of visitors at Rocky Bay Plaza

film (DF5).
END OF TASK 3

4.9

B Jessica

4.7

Rocky Bay Plaza to shop (DF5), 20% came to eat (DF5) and 15% came to watch a

over 45 years old (DF6)

✓ Tip

trams
‘Intonation’ is the

fill in

circle

Listen to your conversation about the volunteers and match each volunteer to the most appropriate job.

Statistics on number of visitors

4.5

4.6

3.4

(Posted by Dawn, 23)

banana cake (DF3)
Today, Dawn bought some clothes. She alsoWe
bought
a (13)
asked
shoppers why they came here.for tea.The results were that most people came to

Most shoppers are aged

(6)

paper and cardboard; plastic bottles;

choose/select

check/tick

Comprehensive support

3.3

(Posted by Elsie, 45)

.

Dawn
Dawn loves the (10)

aluminum/aluminium cans; batteries;

glass bottles; plastic shopping bags
and polystyrene lunch boxes
5 What advice does Alex give when
buying products?

add
change

Write a review of your shopping experience and receive a
HK$50 voucher for your next visit!

for her sister’s birthday. She was very pleased

about the price because the gift shop gave her (4)

general keywords or expressions that indicate a person’s attitude such
as think,
In my opinion …, According to me …, As far as I’m
(4) feel,
no.know,
of buses
concerned …, I believe …, I’m (not) sure that …, e.g.
I think
concert is afriendly
great way
to raise money.
(5)a >charity
environmentally
buses
As far as I’m concerned, all the money should go to the elderly.
I’m pleased/glad to hear/disappointed/concerned that … .

buses

Go through the rule with the students. Explain the
verbs to them using examples, e.g. demonstrate how
to ‘insert’ a word in a sentence on the board.

www.rockybayplaza.com

shopping centres.
Elsie bought (3)

1

•

Any two from the following:

• Fighting crime

With data file

Remind students that they will need information from the recording and the Data File
to complete Task 3. Before they do this task, ask them to read through the survey
report on p. 26 to see what information they are likely to need.

Listen to some interviews with shoppers at Rocky Bay Plaza. Complete the survey report using
information from the Data File and your notes.

Answers written in the margins will not be marked.

Task 3: Survey report

4 Name two types of things Alex
says we can recycle.

30 29
Listen to your classmates talk about
their role models. Match the people to the
correct pictures below.

A

Listening skills

When you are listening for a speaker’s attitude, you want to listen for his/
(2) >ortoilets
wheelchair
users Listen for the following:
her thoughts
views4about
something.

(3)

Practice

05_OE_listening_6p-hkw.indd 63

Part B

MTR

D Volunteers look for
anything they can reuse.

are American English terms whereas ‘rubbish’
and ‘aluminium’ are British English.

Learning
targets
a thousand, e.g. 50K for fifty
thousand

Make a difference

(1) > wide gates

C Project Recycle takes away
anything they can recycle.

Oh, I was practising for the school playRemind
in the
hall.
students
that ‘garbage’ and ‘aluminum’

K

Listening skills

You may hear the following verbs when speakers are giving instructions,
especially when you are completing a form or making changes to a text:

Understanding attitude

B The government burns it
later.

2 Which of the following benefits
of recycling does Alex NOT
mention?

What was Lilly doing yesterday?

Junior Oxford ESSENTIAL Listening
( For average students )

C sell products made from
recycled materials

with
without

and, plus, with, add

Practice 1

A It will stay there for
thousands of years.

when ,

number
in the morning

w/
w/o

• Listening for instructions
• Predicting the likely
development of the topic
• Understanding formal
writing: letters of request

We often need to listen for instructions. Sometimes it is to complete a form
or to make changes to a text; other times it is to carry out a certain task.

✓ Tip
• Understanding attitude
Note that
• Differentiating words
that
the samesometimes you
Remind your students to use the symbols that they have learnt for taking notes.sound
Tell your
• Writing a reportmay not see
students that all reasonable answers will be accepted for this task.
exactly these
You are doing some research into ways of improving public transport in Hong Kong. Listen toexpressions but
Track 32 the presentation and complete the note sheet. One has been done for you as an example.
their variations. For
example, instead
of using firstly, the
speaker may use
expressions like
Type of transport
improvements
attitude (noun) TheSuggested
way you think
and feel about somebody or the first thing you
need to do is …/
something; the way you behave towards somebody or something that
the first step is …
shows how you think or feel.

3 According to Alex, what happens
to the rubbish in landfills?

B advise people on recycling

D make art from recycled
products

Example:
C
C

A recycle waste products

no.
a.m.

2

+

You are listening to a radio programme about recycling. Listen to the programme
Track 18 and answer the questions.

You will listen to a radio programme about the story of James Bowen and his cat,
• pictures.
listen for clues, such as the Wh-question words
Track 17 Bob. Listen to the radio programme and reorder the

less than, fewer
more than, more
equal, same as
results in

➝

Some expressions also give us clues
about the sequence of events, e.g.
earlier, before that, then, after that, later.

Practice

>
=

way is to use rechargeable batteries instead of disposable ones.

follow.

Learning targets

Role models
Listening for instructions

You can use symbols and abbreviations when taking notes to save time, e.g.

5

Main idea

Listening for gist

5

Answers written in the margins will not be marked.

END OF TASK 2

3

